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Detmold on giving,
By Loouey and Ctmslolfers
Assessing the results of last
year's fund raising efforts as
"eminently successful, the best
year we've ever had, tJ Director of
Development John Detmold
waxes optimistic about the
/ college's continued financial
stability. In a general overview of
the college's initiatives in
prccuring gifts, endowments and
bequests, Detmold stressed that
the college must redouble its
efforts in the future if it is to
remain on an "even keel."
Detmold's prime concern at the
present time is raising the three
million dollars necessary for
completion of the new library
under construction, "We have
some promising prospects for the
three million dollar naming gift,
but I want to emphasize that the
college is going to need every
penny it can get to complete this
project," Detmold said. "In the
meantime. we're going to need
even more donations in the line of
annual support for spendable
operations to complement the
increase in next year's proposed
budget," he continued ,When
asked whether the current
economic malaise had resulted in
a cutback in foundation grants,
Detmold responded in the
negative. "I don't anticipate
grants will be substantially less,
The
Connecticut College
except those foondations which
are Jresently making gifts that
far exceed their actual income."
Detmold explained that the Tax
Reform Act of 1969 helped
prevent foundations from
becoming too parsimonious. "It
requires foundations to give
away all income realized from
interest and investments. We've
really done well with foundations
in the past, I have no doubt that
we will continue to do so In the
future. Connecticut has received
approximately thr ee million
dollars from foundations in, the
eight years our fund raising
program, Quest, has been in
existence," Detmold remarked.
Detmold further revealed that
"Quest" has been a most suc-
cessful enterprise, providing the
college wlth a total of seventeen
million dollars in gifts and
bequests since the program's
inception in 1966. Detmold also
announced that the alumni fund
raised a total of $360,000 last
year. "Despite the highly sue-
cessful outcome of these fund
raising operations, the need for a
sustained level of giving remains.
And I hope all members of the
college community will help,
through gifts Ijg and small, in
maintaining thiS institution in the
manner we're accustomed to." John Detmold, DIrector of Developm ..nt.
• Trench: divisive void
ourter By Karl K. ChrIslolfel'1lThe city of New LondPn gaveaccess to the reservoirs on theinside of the chain-link fenceyesterday. The reservoirs can
now be drained, and their
dismantling begun.
Within the next two weeks a
trench will be dug from the
library site, West, between the
Infirmary and Lazrus for the
installation of storm drains to a
catch basin near Williams Street.
This trenCh will be open for three
or four weeks. The perimeter
road will lie open for traffic all
through this period, either being
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New permittee for Cro bar
by Walter Palmer
The Cro bar will be getting
another permittee, according to
Treasurer Leroy Knight. Acting
on a recorrunendation from the
Crozier Williams committee, the
decision was made to hire
.another outside employe to
assist the regular permittee,
AttiJio Regolo.
Mr. Knight explained that Mr.
Regolo was working too many
hours, and another permittee
would reduce the workload. Th.e
Cro committee recommended
that because students would
probably not be available for the
necessary hours, another per-
mittee should be hired. The hours
of the new assistant have not yet
been determined.
In addition, Mr. Knight corn-
mented that although the hours of
some student bartenders would
be reduced, he did not feel that
there would be a drastic
reduction in pay for anyone
individual.
dug one-half at a time, or by
haviD& plates put over the dug up
section. .
The sanitary sewer and elee-
triGaI conduits will be put in at
Ute same time in a trench running
East, from the site of the line
between' the Quad and Smith-
Burdick to the manhole covers
just short of the P.O. Once again
the main drag will be kelt open 10 r:
traffic. This trench will be open
for about six weeks.
The steam 'lines to the site will
not be installed until this sum-
mer. Lucky us.
Lawyer, religious advocate.
to speak
William Stringfellow, who first
.gained national prominence after
his indictment for harboring Fr.
Daniel Berrigan when he was, as
he put it "a fugitive from in-
justice," will be in residence at
Connecticut College from Sunday
Oct. 27 through Sunday
November 3.
Stringfellow,. a lawyer and
author, served as defense counsel
to Phillip Berrigan at the
Harrisburg Trial, and later co-
authored a book on the ethics of
the Berrigan witness, Suspect
Tenderness. He is currently
defending the three Episcopal
bishops who ordained eleven
women -to tbe- priesthood in
Philadelphia this past summer.
An Episcopal layman and
theologian, Stringfellow was also
counsel to the late Bishop James
Pike in his heresy trial and with
Anthony Towne wrote an account
of the proceedings -, The Bishop
Pike Affair.
Anti-poverty Plooeer
Beginning his career as a
lawyer in East Harlem,
. Stringfellow pioneered muchWilliam Stringfellow, theologian In rl!$.lc:!ence
work in anti-poverty law a
decade before the "war on
poverty." His autobiographical
account of these years My People
Is The Enemy has been widely
read and admired.
A Guggenheim Fellow and the'
recipient of several honorary
degrees, Stringfellow is a
graduate of the Harvard Law
SChool and Bates College, and
was a graduate scholar at the
London School of Economics.
During his residency at Con-
necticul College Mr. Stringfellow
will make four public ap-
pearances in addition to visits to
some classes and being available
for more informal discussions.
He will be the guest speaker at
the 11:00 a.m. morning worship
service in Harkness Chapel on
Sunday October 27 and Sunday
November 3.
On Sunday evening October 27
be will make a public r " :. ~SS at
7:30 p.m. in the Main Lounge of
1,
cont, page seven
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The nature of the
conflict between the
United Farm Workers
and the Teamsters is as
long and complex as a
farm worker's contract.
In previous issues, we
have related the piight
of the U.F.W. and the
idea behind the lettuce
boycott. Studentsupport
for the U.F.W. has been
strong, and the school
will attempt to provide
U.F.W. lettuce and
other greens when
avai lable. •. " •. ,
Gallo Wines has been
dragged into this con·
troversy. We are
presenting this piece of
literature sent to us by
Gallo. In addition we
received other
literature which con-
tradicts further claims
made by. the U.F.W.
some of which may
actually appear in the
future.
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AMERICA'S FARMWORKERS ARE ASKING ..--
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Courier supports
neither the
u. F. W. nor
Gallo wines
Courier Subcommittee bogged down
~
EdIten:
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LeDLDPrIore
The Finance Sub·Committeeof College Council
has not yet made its recommendation as to how
much money should be allocated to the individual
clubs and activities on campus. After a nearly
seven hour- budget slashing session on Tuesday
evening,the Committee is not yet ready to make its
recommendation to -College CounciI. The sub-
committee is still deliberating in closed sessionand
members agree that because of the inflationary
requestsreceived, evenmore budget cuts will have
to be made. There is simply not enough money
available to meet the demands of- the budget
reqvests received. The' sub-commiftee is shar-
pening its ax blade in preparation for more budget
slashes.
Thereview of the committee's recommendations
scheduled for tonight (Thursday) is therefore
postponeduntil after a final decision is reached.
The sub-committee will make public when and
where individuals will be able to review their
budget breakdown.
who is the Crude of the Week, but
you know who you are, you
pervert.
Marty Berman cWms he was
. misquoted in last week's ar-
ticle, ..Last Tango in the Cr<>-bar.
Corrections
Re:_ "Although undoubtedly
well. - - intention Mr. Gult-
macher has earned the Utie of
I.'.cructe of Ute Week."
The Fine Arts Editor wishes to
extend her sincerest apo logies for
lI'inting the ahove slatement. If
h&'l not been determined exactiy
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WEEKLY
SPE~IAL
Rockefeller's Nomination
by Jack Anderson
WASHINGTON - Top tax
experts, including former In-
ternal Revenue officials
have told us they have grav~
questions about the enormous
gifts that Vice President
designate Nelson Rockefeller
lavished upon his old associ-
ates.
One of the "gifts" was $50,'
000, which Rockefeller
passed on to his' fdtm-ert..>
foreign policy adviser, Henry
Kissinger.
The problem, say the ex-
perts, is drawing the distinc-
tion between a gift and com-
pensation for services. If the
Rockefeller' associates were'
being compensated for their
services, the money should
be considered "bonuses" and
not gifts. As such, they would
be taxable at a higher rate,
and the recipients wou1d pay
the tax, not Rockefeller.
Thus, it is possible that
Secretary of State Kissinger,
among others, technically
owes the federal government
back taxes.
Nelson Rockefeller's per-
sonal fortune is valued. at
more than $62.5 million. Yet
in 1970, he didn't pay a 'pel)ny
in federal mcome tax. Sinct!
most Americans paid federal
income taxes in 1970, that
Style
Chronicles
of Waste:!
by James McNeill Wbistler
In this new series, which will
last for at least one installment, I
shall examine waste. I will
examine not only monetary
waste but also waste of time.
emotional stress, physical
energy, etc. In this episode I will
examine communication verbal
and written.
For the purposes of this
discussion I shall put inter-
personal relationships (which
used to be known as friendships)
into three classes: casual, close,
and intimate. Your casual friends
you wave at, know their name'S,
and hop tables to say 'hello' in the
bar. You speak directly to your
casual friends but you speak in
banal trivialities. You do not
know each other well enough for
any personality traits to become
irritating.
Your intimate friends are few
in number. Indeed, there are
probably those who have none.
Your intimate friends are your
-, lovers (usually) and implicitly
trusted and closemouthed con-
fidants. You can speak directly to
your intimate friends and receive
sincere answers. You can speak
on any subject with them ..,
meant that the
l
average
citizen was paying
Rockefeller's taxes.
All too many millionaires,
particularly the oil tycoons,
have not been paying their
fair share of the taxes. 'Every
dollar they escape paying
,must be made up by the rest
.of us taxpayers.
The public is losing pa-
tience with the discrimtna-
tion in the nation's tax struc-
ture. Unless tax reforms are
adopted soon, our whole tax
collection system could he
jeopardized.
The House Ways and Mean
Committee, feeling the public
pressure, has finally pro-
duced a huge, 700-page lax
bill. it contains some tax
reforms that are intended to
placate the public. The oil-
depletion aHowance, for ex-
ample, would be phased out,
forcing the oil industry to
cough up an estimated $3
billion a year more taxes.
But our own tax advisers
say that, hidden in the 700-
page bill, are other gimmicks
which would give upper-in-
come taxpayers new tax
breaks.
Nelson Rockefe\fer;'s
nomination, meanwhile, is in
limbo on Capitol Hill, and the
confirmation of t~e Vice
President designate may
even be held up until next
year.
The Senate Rules Commit-
tee has finished its hearings.
But the House Judiciary Com-
mittee is in no hurry to act on
the nomination.
So far, its 38 members
haven't even received brief-
ing papers on the mvestiga-
tion of the nominee's fi-
nances.
The Joint Internal Revenue
Committee, which audited
the Ford and Nixon tax
returns, is hard at work on
the RocJ<efeller probe. They
are expected to complete it
by October 18th.
Congress will be in recess
then, and it is doubtful that
the Judiciary Committee will
act before the election. In-
I deed, there is a strong
possibility the ri6mina'tion
will not be voted on until next
year.
Despite his impressive cre-
dentials, Rockefeller reo
mains a controversial
nominee. The recent dis-
closures of large gifts have
added spice to the old tales
about buying favors.
The Judiciary Committee,
as well as the House itself.
will be quite different in
composition next year. Some
sources tell us that the
leadership will soon decide
to hold up the nomination un-
til the new Congress is sworn
in next January.
In the meantime, House
'Spe"aker Carl Albert, much to
his chagrin, will continue to
be the nation's No. 2 leader.
Kissinger Charade: Secre-
tary of State Henry Kissinger
was forced to enact a
charade recently to preserve
hisimage on Capitol Hill.
The lawmakers have been
growing increasingly frus-
trated with Kissinger in re-
cent months. Many Congress-
men feel he regards them as
a necessary evil that II\! is
too much of a one-man snow.
They resent his obsessive
secrecy. Now their anger is
boiling to the surface. In re-
cent weeks, they have lashed
into Kissinger with abandon.
Several senators, for ex-
ample, loudly erupted when
they learned Kissinger had
been involved in the political
sabotage of the late Chilean
President, Salvador Allende.
The greatest blow to
Kissinger's ego, however,
came when both the House
and Senate voted to embargo
economic and military aid to
Turkey. Kissinger had defied
the law, the legislators felt,
when he continued to, ship.
arms to Turkey after that
country had illegally used
American weapons to invade
Cyprus.
To save face, Kissinger
flew to New York for secret
talks with the foreign minis-
ters of Turkey and Greece,
who were in town for the
latest U.N. session. In Wash-
ington, meanwhile, President
Ford publicly pleaded witn
Congress not to slash aid to
Turkey as it would "under-
mine" Kissinger's "negotia-
tions."
The truth is, according to
our sources, there were NO
"negotiations." It 'was aH a
charade designed to convin,ce
a balky Congress that deli-
cate talks were in ()rogxess.
Kissinger's meetings with
Greek Foreign Minist'er
George Mavros, for example,
were described to us as "cold,
very cold." At one point, the
two leaders posed for pic'
tures and Mavros did a mar-
velo us imitation of a block of
granite.
Finally, Kissinger turned to
the Greek leader. "Come on,
smile," he implored.
Oil Talks: The foreign min-
isters of the world's oil-con-
suming nations recently sat
down with Secretary of State
Henry Kissinger to discuss
the oil crisis. Despite extreme
secrecy, we can report what
happened during the private
discussions.
Kissinger warned his
fellow ministers that today's
staggering oil prices are a
threat to world order. The
.West, he declared, is being
pushed to the brink.
Britain's Foreign Secretary
James Callaghan took a less
catastrophic view of the Arab
oil squeeze. He suggl',Sted that
the Arab oil billions IT\ight' be
recycled through a loan fund
into the countries in desper-
ate trouble.
Like Callaghan, the other
.foreign ministers were also'
uneasy about a confrontation
with the oil·producing coun-
tries. This wasn't the best
way, they argued, to ~et the
Arabs to reduce oil prices.
France's Foreign Minister
Jean Sauvagnargues sug-
gested bluntly that the United
States bring pressure on
Israel to come to terms with
the Ar-abs. A Middle East set-
tlement, he argued, would
gain Arab cooperation and
solve the oil crisis.
1'he foreign m in ist.e r s
agreed. however. that the 0\.\-
consuming nations must work
together to reueve the 0\\
crunch.
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'WHATEVER ELSE YOU FIND, I KNOW NOTHING ABOUT IT, OR APOLOGIZE FOR ITI'
Direct and !;.direct com- carrying. The art of conversalion is usually receives messages sent
muoicalion _. \ The implicit assumption is that dying, People 1>nli'"·conv~rge'on by" close friends. Political con-
Your close friends fall you do not wish to offend the intellectual subjects in the form versations or econQlIlic
somewhere in between the above person in question, and bence of shop-talk about their own discussions, which are the same
two classifications. Your close lose them asa friend. Indeed, it is courses and major, as no one thing anymore, occur among
friends are .those with whom you also implicit everyone walks wants to be considered an in- people of like opinions and views.
speak on trivialities directly, but around with chips on their tellectual. To stick one's bead The arrival of anyone not in
on serious subjects indirectly. If shoulders, racial, ethnic, above the crowd is to get it cut agreement invites flaring
a close friend has anything which religious, or private, and almost off. tempers at their refusal to see the
annoys you about him or her, you any slur will make you a tactless In groups people engage in obvious truth and consequent
choose a mutual friend to her or boor, not worthy of note and character assassination of third failure to convert, or collapse of
him, and hope tbe message does possessing no redeeming persons not present or not within the conversation altogether.
not get too badly garbled in the qualities whatsoever. • ~slx>~~.th~ ~~~,. one con! page.seven
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With nary a whisper
Joboalbao M. Kromer
Last Thursday. Body Magic
returned to Conn. College. as
Michael Grando conducted two
all-campus workshops in Mime.
Mr. Grando, whose concert here
last month was a great success.
was invited back by Theatre One
and the Thea ter Studies
Department, who jointly spon-
sored the workshops.
At both sessions. first on
Harkness Green, then on
Larrabee Green. Mr. Grando
spoke briefly about wbat the art
of pantomime (which he tran-
slated as "to be like everything")
means to him. Deftly illustrating
his . points with mtmic
movements, he demonstrated
how a believable structure, such
as a wall or ladder, can be
created in an empty space. Mr.
Grando then invited students to
join him in some exercises and, in
a short time. those who .did so
were creating walls and ladders
of their own.
The workshops. which are part
of Theatre One's efforts to
troaden interest in the per-
fanning arts. on campus, drew
three hundred students. At their
conclusions, Mr. Granda invited
all seriously interested students
to come to his weekly classes.
which are held Tuesdays at 10:30.
1:00 and 3:00 in the small Dance
Studio in Crozier-Williams.
Furniture exemplifies local heritage
by Pam Allapoull08
Presently. at Lyman Allen
Museum, is the most complete
and magnificent exhibition of
17th, 18th. and 19th century local
Iurni ture ever being shown.
During these times. New London,
Colchester. and Norwich proved
to be the most prolific towns in,
terms of furniture production.
Approximately a year and a
half ago. Assistant Prolessor of
Government. Minor 'Myers, and
Professor 01 Art History and
Director of Lyman Allen
Museum, Edgar Mayhew,
collaborated on this project
which was, to them, a common
interest. Their inquisitiveness
concerning the distinctiveness of
New London area furniture. as
opposed to that of Boston or New
York, culminated in 114 pieces of
fully docwnented examples.
One of 'the dilemmas facing
these two academicians was how
to identify a piece of furniture
that appeared to be similar,
stylittlieally. to another. The
problem ·was solved by an
ingenious method of measuring
dovetails (the pieces in the
corner of a drawer that hold it
togetber), as well as scrutinizing
the whole drawer construction
itself. These devised methods,
'countless photographs, and
pieces of Inlonnation have been
organized and explained in the
f
I
catalogue which accompanies the
exhibit (on sale at the Lyman
Allen Museum). '
The Queen Anne Period Room,
dating from 1720-1760, holds
many examples of highboys,
chairs. tables. and desks from the
immediate area. It was found
that the Queen Anne style ap-
peared more in the coastal
regions from Stonington to Old
Lyme. An even more important
distinction is tbe absence or
diminishing of a noticeable bow
in the cabriole leg as one travels
northward towards Rhode Island.
The Chippendale style, which is
a composite of chinese, Rococo,
and Queen Anne influences, was
found to appear exclusively
inland. The pieces of furniture,
namely the desks and chest-en
chests, in the I 'Chippendale -
Norwich and Colchester" room of
the museum are undoubtedly the
most spectacular of the exhibit.
On loan from the Metropolitan
Museum of Art is a Benjamin
Burnam dropfront desk with a so
called ''waterfall interior". The
identical twin was obtained.
through much investigation,
from the Buckley family.
Anotber interesting piece is a
Grandfather Clock. done by
Daniel Kellog of Hebron, Con-
necticut. in approximately 1800.
The distinctive and unusual
characteristic about this clock is
tnat, at ten, munutes past every
third hour, it plays a tune for a
minute. However, the coup de
grace is that one can chonae from
six tunes to listen to. merely by
turninz a dial on the face of the
clock. Other important Chip-
pendale pieces mcnme cnest-on-
chests. block front desks. tables,
clocks, and highboys. ~
_ The Federal period Furniture.
from the latter part of tbe 18th
century, were acquired from
New London's Sbaw Mansion and
were designed in the distinctive
Hepplewhite and Sheraton
fashion. The Shaw Papers. which
had been buried in Yale Library.
were found by Mr. Mayhew and
Mr. Myers to be most helpful in
the identification and dating of
some pieces. A red brocade
camel's back slia was authen-
ticated by the bill of sale found in
those papers. Above tbe slia,
appears a portrait of Mrs.
Perkins sitting on the same piece
of furniture. The bill for the
painting was found as well as the
bill for its frame!
The Empire Room, charac-
terized by tbe Greek revival of
the time. contains a Butler's
desk. a portrait by Isaac Shef-
field, a dressing table, and a
school desk from Lebanon,
Connecticut that eventually
became the property of Eugene
O·Neill. pontiT1ued p.7
Keith's column
J.Geils' nightmare
The two SODl!wrlterstor toe J. I don't know how he gets his harp
Geils Band really gave a review to sound like a full horn section
of their own album In' tfie song but it is really remarkable. ButJ.
"Getting Out ." • They wrote that really should learn not to try to
"now can't you see it ain't the play rock guitar. He really
same as it used to be. Time has doesn't make it.
moved and caused a change and Things improve a little ~with
seeing you I feel so strange. I, "Look Me In the Eye" but the one
Ever so slowly over the past minute title cut which follows is a
year and a half, the mUSIcof the total waste of time. It is a "song"
J. Geils Band' has beeii going made up of some conga playing
downhill. Their new. album, over which Peter Wolf screams
Nightmares and other tales from some inane lyrics while the rest
the vinyl jungle is a collection of of the band sings and moans in
really fine rockers and some the background. It sounds like a
really bad trash. voodoo ceremony conducted by a
The band comes from Boston witchdoctor who has a bad case
and started out as a stricti):' of gas. '
chicago blues oriented 'band. . Side two opens with the high
Eventually over the past six point of the album. The song is
years or so it has taken them.to ""lied "Stoop Down No. 39" and
"make it." they changed their begins with Magic Dick going all
style to tightly arranged rock and out on his harp. The result is
roll and are. along with Johny another "Whammer .Jamrner"
and Edgar \, 1111.0;:;1, the only real . and clearly shows that Dickie is
-"American rock and rollers in the the best around, I mean, how can
music world today. ' ~~.. a song lose with lyrics like
The band's success started "Youre so sweet and tasty Like
with the release of the Full House the best French pastry." A great
album and was increased, with number which should be the
the Bloodshot disk.' Thos two' single off the album.
"albums ,.were beautifully "I'll be coming home" is next
arranged and featured the onlv and is fair but. following it is the,
real soloist of quality in the band, "Funky Judge" which sounds
Magic DiCk on harmonica. Last like a routine 'that Rowan and
vear they released Ladies In- Martin rejected. Really guys.
vited and continued the trend George Jessell as the judge
On that album. they expanded a sentencing Peter to fifteen years
hit musically. a change for the because he's from the Bronx?
better. That's dumb. He deserved no
Now, however, the band has more than ten.
taken a wrong turn. As the title of ' The album ends with "Getting
one song says, they "must of got out" and I, for one, am glad that
iost somewhere down me) they do. The song is pretty good
line." Nightmares begins with though, more like the band we all
-"Detroit Breakdown" which grew to know and love.
starts off all right butturns in to a Somewhere along the line that
six minute jam. something the band became superstars. Now
band bas never been too strong at that they are the "bad boys from
doing as shown on "Serves You Boston" they don't seem to care
Right to Suffer" on the live as much about what they are
album. The next two cuts are "<Jing.Too bad because we really
~"",ssablebut nothing spectacular. heed their bricks in the rock and
Worthmentioning is Magic Dick. . toll structure.
()
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Visual art form
Cosying Up...
by Lori Bank
Talking with an acquaintance
last week about the art of writing
reviews, he remarked in passing
as to my assignment on the then,
upcoming quilt show, "it's not
enough that they be warm." Well
as this show more tha~
adequately announces, there's an
incommensurable difference
between the quill and the com-
forter. Quills have come off the
beds and have been put up in
their rightful place in the hall of
appreciation. The show is, for
me, the discovery of a genuine
art form.
Leaving questions of craft
aside, the traditional materials,
techmques, and patterns of quilt
ma~in~, ~~re, f~rti\e ,ep.ougA tp
foster works of art. Ready
parallels can be made with
contemporary American
geometric painting and color
studies. Some use strong color
contrasts and others subtle
modulations. But, no matter the
particular taste of the creator,
they are about the. reciprocal
relationships of form and color.
This would be a substantial ac-
complishment for any visual art
form but the best of the quilts go
beyond this. Where forms and
color are visibly moving and
reacting off one another, energy
generated by a skillful synthesis
it's always possible that one wili
find significant formations. Not
only something alive, but a life
that means.
For a nwnber of reasons the
Log Cabin quilt in the sixty-six
roofll, the smaller gallery, af-
fords this kind of experience. The
log cabin motif (a square
composed of one light colored
tpangular section of concentric L
strips joined to a dark colored
triangle of the same, is an ab-
straction of a cabin seen from
above: the solid colored center
patch marks the chimney) is
worked into a design in which the
light and dark sections set up
their own integrity of form by
establishing a dianoond motif that
cuts across the basic design unit
of the square. The patterns
continue to proliferate, negative
and positive motifs appear and
disappear. The wholesome sanity
Of the square re-asserts itself for
a moment, then one is thrown
hack into patterns of dark and
light alteration. The complete
composition is not set up syrn-
metrically, the designer has
composed a section of a pattern
that. demands to be anticipated
into inlinity in all four directions.
Yet at the same moment the
composition does complete itself:
the light colored triangular
sections along the top boundary
are complemented by the same
formal relations of pattern in
dark colors at the bottom border.
It extends heyond itself and
completes itself. It is the absolute
artfulness of the creator that
establishes this quilt as a true
work rather than a facile design
or in.tricate game. There is just
the right variation and placement
of the colored strips of material
to effect a randomness and
suggest details that cannot be
subsumed. into the pattern of
geometric design. The dark
strips with red dots, (which are
mo.stprominent in anchoring tile
central square of the com-
position), exemplify this
distinction. This is no neat game
nor random vision but a pain-
staking formulation of coherency
made from fragments which
have intrinsic value. A
(woman's)testament to the
creation of a form of beauty and
satisfaction from the little
nothing (every things) of living.
Quite a few other quilts in the
show offer a comparable richness
in appreciation, (while special
notice is due to the interplay of
quilting stitch with form and
color which I've regretfully
omitted). Sharon McKain's
contemporary works are a point
of comparison with the 19th
century sensibility. Her works
are much ·cleaner, str algbt-
forward, and neater than her
artistic ancestors. However, they
never achieve the kind of sub-
stantial interplay of color, shape
and quilting stitch which attests
to the integrity and balanced
workings of the older quilts. The
chevron - design quilt - must be
read essentially as an alternating
series of colored chevrons despite
the quilling stitch which works
toward and interplay of ad-
ditional shapes. The color choices
do establish some play of depth
which increases interest and
variation but is forthright as soon
'.as established in .the .viewer's
eye. The color sense is the
strongest element of the con-
temporary quills and is best
attested to in the great ef-
fectiveness of "The Great Noank
Quilt Factory" quilt.
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Scrambling up th'e hard way
BYsnr. LOONEY
Given the current mood' of
irascibility toward films which
leave the viewer perplexed and
uncertain as to their varied
implications, faithful adherance
to the tried an d true remains a
surefire guarantee of corn-
merical, if not artisitc success.
"The Apprenticeship of Duddy
Kravitz" is a contemporary case
in point. Indeed, this film is so
obsessively caricatured, so
stereotypical, so melodramtic
one halfway expects the audience
to pullout their tin horns and
shout ushame, shame" as Duddy
Kravitz rips off his fanoily, his
friends, the world, and ultimately
himself. Neatly packaged, finely
honed, in its frenetic pursuit of a
catchall theme, "DuddyKravitz"
is the archetypical example of a
film deprived of any real sense of
(roportion or depth.
"Duddy Kravitz," with
Richard Dreyfuss in the starring
role, is the story of a young
World wide vocational experiences
Carol Bowman
Are you Interestedin taking a
semester 'or year away from the
campus, in a paid or volunteer
position, here or abroad? If this
appeals to you then you may find
placement through the Col1ege
Venture Program. The program,
which Connecticut ColIege joined
in 1973,is operated in cooperation
with Northeastern University in
Boston and draws on this
~iversity's extensive eKRerience
in the field of cooperative
education.
Placement through this
.program may be related to a
student's field of study or may be
an independent venture enabling
the student to explore career
fields and life styles. Placements
usually last from four to six
months or as long as a year.
During the 1973-74school year,
students from fourteen par-
ticipating colleges> worked in
such positions as a legislative
intern, hitorical interpreter,
aides in hospitals, schools, and
social services. There were
students who worked in an ar-
chitect's office in Rome and
others who participated in an
archeological dig in England.
Two Conn students were placed
last year, one working as an aide
in a speech pathology clinic while
the other served as a teacher'S
aide in a suburban school system.
Another student is scbeduled to
leave in January for France to
work as a teacher of English as a
second language. .
Venture Program's overseas
placements are usually non-
. paying, except for room and
board and a litue pocket money.
These programs are developed
with the assistance of the Ex-
periment in International Living
and currently are offered in
western Europe, Latin America,
and in the near future, in the Far
East.
If you are interested in learning
more about this program,' come
to the meeting in Dana Hall on
Wednesday, OCtober 23 at 4:15 to
bear representatives from the
Venture Program talk
specifically 'about possible
placements here and abroad. If
you cannot attend the meeting
see Ms. Burt in the Placement
Office in 211 Cro to make an
appointment to talk to a
representative Thursday Oc-
tober, 24.
JewiSh boy "on the make" in
Montreal of the 1940' s. Madly
ambitious, he dreams of escaping
the dreary world of his youth,
ammasmg wealth and riches,
and winning the respect of the
multitudes in the process. Early
on, the aquisitive desires of this
latter day Gradgrind are nur-
tured by his elderiy grand-
father's admonition that IIa man
without land is nobody." Duddy
most definitiely does not want to-
be anobody J nor even just
anyone, and he finds his dream
parcel while working at a sum-
mer resort in the Laurentians.
The remaining portion of the film
documents Duddy's attempts to
secure the land, at a cost, in
terms of the lives and feelings of
the people he touched, which' was
spiritually prohibitive by any
standard.
Capsule Analysis
The film is quite good in
developing the essential fragility
ofDuddy's character; it gives the
(roper unpression of one who has
simply grown up 100 fast,'with too
little guidance, deprived of the
sense of persepctive which ex-
perience alone can procure.
Throughout the film, Duddy
helieves .that he has a well
g~1iIJ~mission: to "reform" his
~lder brother and get him back
mto medical school, to amass
all-Important fortune in land, and
the wealth and personal prestige
which accompanied it. Without
his "mission", without his land
Duddy is really just a non-
funCtioning entity.
He did nothing "just for the fun,
of it," and if I'd heard those
simple IVords at any point in the
film, I'd have dropped dead, or at
least chided Duddy for his in-
consistency: Naked, unbridled
anobition coupled with a. deep
sense of moral obfuscation.
Despicable? Of course. But not
nearly as 'despicable as a society
which expects, condones, and by
its silent denunciation of
"failure," perpetuates it.: , ..........................•.. ; - , .
Conn. PIRG
meeting
Thurs. 17 Oct., 3 p.m.
in the upper lounge of Cro.
The state director
will be there.
. , , :
The Williams school?!
w
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Lauren Kingsley
The
"The stark naked truth is 8' bit
too much to face. It's easy to
make ba1f· as sed generalizations
and to meekly theorize individual
~ru~on~eoo~cmsaonthis
~ campes, but it's as far from the
: real thing as if I were 00 say ~al
B
all the students here are literate
and some of them even read
French. It's about as new and
... elucidating as well. The situation
_ in terms of our everyday lives is a
ri peculiar thing. Doubtless, as I
W aplore the possibilities and dare
DC< attempt the probabilities, the
::I "Itions will turn out meaty, but8 more thsn anything downright
fascinating, wi~ut even going
... far as 00 pass judg!"ent. But
this is no Sherlock Holmes
mystery, intriguing as it all is.
Still, I can't he!!> wonder, hoW,
mauy of< .... question our actions
and motives, just as I wonder, in
fact, what our actions and
motives in ~emselves mean. I
must be reading too much
jiJilosojiJy. I guesS it all comes
from somewhere, be it out m
Wleasiness, dissatisfaction, ~e
search for more m the same, ~e
search for ~e impossible or ~e
search for ~e Cosmic Bigger·an'-
Belter( -In-Itself).
When people have complaints
about how cold and stand-offish
some of ~e people here are, the
number of reasons are as great
and varied as ~ere are types of
personalities around, be ~ey
neurotic, psychotic, (erotic),
schizoid, intra-or extroverted,
paranoid or eccentric. And the
reasons lor such come-ons could
be anything. For instance, people
may actually have very liberal
- attitudes in theory, but when it
,comes down 00 ~gs, ~ese folks
:may not .have been able to get
beyond their basic, personal
inhibitions. This is one of ~e
many modes m a tease (in this
case, probably unintentional), be
it male or female. Some people
are even so delightfully innocent
and ignorant as to require and
expect a prerequisite 01 love
. before embarking on the higher
level Sex 223-A.There are ~ose,
too, who dig on being divine 00
behold, but will cringe at ~e
~ugh of actually bulling that
asset to use, again for any
munber of reasons (Le., fear,
morals, disease etc.). There are
plenty of chicks, who, sweet
looking as ~ey probably are, will
bounce into a roomful of guys
and, upon hearing ~e word
"Stiff', will made an abrupt
aboul-face, exit, and probably
blush themselves out of
existence. There are the guys
who are afraid as well, or the
gays who are too busy, or too
~cky, and ~ere are ~e guys who
try too hard and defeat them·
selves in ~e effort. Girls, too.
Talking wi~ people, ~ough,
the majority seem to think that
~e situation is one of bipolarity.
People are 000 loose or too up-
tight; no medium. No corn-
forta ble mean which would
necessitate what one person
termed l'romantic foreplay", at
least. Among those I spoke 'to,
many expressed a dislike for sex
for its own sake, though,
lI"edictably, some among these
admitted to not relosing ~e
opportunity. "I guess I'm a
Romantic at heart, "one said,
"I'd like to meet a girl, kiss her
on the first dale, get into some
petting 00 the second date, and
I
\
way we
make love by the weekend."
Notably, for both sexes, there's
a lot m tbe "Hey, ya' wanna gel
laid?" lines circulalirig in the
night air, often overheard from a
ground-floor window, the next
booth in the bar, or outside one's
door in the hall.
The exact degree to which
gestures soch as these are sue-
ccsslu1 is bard to postulale. One
interested sweet·meat silting
close at bard remarked: "you
can get it if ya' wannit." It is my
~ruon that this is probably truer
for females than for males, but
again, it has to depend on your
acquaintances, your state of
solriety (yos or no) as well as
your partner's, how far away you
live from .~e mark of" tlTe"
lI"ol'i>slflon"or move, the ap-
lI"oach itself, and of course, the
obvious lactor of whether or not
you ha'll" three heads, l~prosy,
halitosis, fangs, and a nose as big
as all outdoors.
. But ahh, ~e blissful ecstasy of
the Romantic Idealist as she (it's
lIluallya she, I find) bumps into
HIM in the Post Office at the
ll: 20 change m classes. What
could be more enchanting than
the anticipation of the next
chanc~-meeting? What, of·
course, is nicer than the
chemlstry of hesitant remarks
and bashful greetings in passing?
And what is more rare ~an a
. satiated mutual desire in such a
case, and what more inspiring1
Variations on this ihm;,e nri;;ht
be toose such as the boy who
stains his trouser whenever
Divine Light bumps into him on
ber way out m ~e baT, or the
creaming girl who is praiseed on
her English paper by that pulse-
quickerung professor. There are
millions. I don't need to name
them anymore than I need to
name the days of the week. You
know ~em all, perhaps have
lived a few, if not all. The nymph
on ~e four~ floor, ,~e hook at
~e pool table, the goddess ser-
ving beans, and ~e god serving
beer- all are in it as much as you
are.
But in what? What ARE we in
the midst of anyway? All around
I see· copies of Naked Lunch,
Aretina's Dialogues, The
Marquis de Sade, and Tropic of
Cancer. All around I hear-
sometimes jokingly, sometimes
not-proposals for spur-of-the·
moment menage.-.en-trois. All
around I hear exchanges of
fantasies as well as views on the
cijmate, the sexual one, that is.
All around, also, I hear pelly,
trivial, ohooxious gossip about
who's studding whom in one's
donn, why a person is sleeping
with the housefellow, or ~e
coincidence of someone running
after ano~er who happens 00 be a
senior, a characteristic weakness
of. the 'runner'. Sadly enough,
small as it may seem, the slatus
seekers are a-real jiJenomenon
among Ill. I am baffled, but I
don't suppose that matters one
way or ~e o~er. You'll find
chicks digging on the talented,
the handsome, the affluent, the
admired, the intelligent and ~e
more humorous, and the more
qualities in one chap, ~e more
groupies you'll see flocking
around him. We are in le midst 01
a mini·world m a frustrated,
hung-up, lonesome, confused,
bored ,conglomerate m people,
president oversees the workings
By BoDJ1leGreenwald of the school.
Connecticut students who According to Miss Hamilton,
the individuals too closely spend time in the vicinity of Presloent Ames plans to follow
resembling confetti. Cummings Art Center may be the example 01 ex-president
I asked for solutions. (I aware of a small building across Shane by delegating all power to
could've asked for more, but at the street and may even know her. However, Mr. Ames will be,
the time I was in Cro snack bar on that it's the Williams School,.-But as all 01Connecticut's presidents, .
a Sunday night). For beginners, few if any probably realize that an automatic member m the
those present expressed a this small college preparatory school's board of trustees. Their
positive reaction 00 the Wesson school dates back to 1881 when it board is independent of Con-
Oil party idea. But things went was established as the first high necticut's board. ,
further (you expected less?). In. school for girls in New London, In recent years the Wil\iar!lS
the Free Love Club, there should ~ks to an endowment by Mrs. School has gone through "",oUier
be an underground e""hange m Harriet Peck Williams. change which has hrought a new
names, matching who liked what According to Dr. Marion air to the school. After much
into twos, threes or whatever. "I Hamilton, Headmistress of pressure, especially by parents
mean, how does a guYqnd a girl Williams, the school, then located who had daughters attending
who likes to be tied up around on Broad Street in New London, Williams and who, wanted a
'here without asking?" Other offered the nearly 900 girl preparatory schoojfor~eir boys,
ideas for clubs to alleviate horn- students Business Education, Williams in 1971 followed Con-
iness were a Perverse Club, in General Education, or a College neeticut's example and admitted
which memters !VQuldg~t ~'1'l!iL PI;IIplll"atory,pI;ogr/llIl·~~ll)g~ .. hoY"into the seventh aM- eilljltlJ.
as though for a gym course; a only high school for girls in the grades.
nudist encounter-group where no area, Buckley tlie boys' coun- Success m co-educatlon
speech was permitted and ex- terpart, beth Groton and New Today the halls demonstrate a
lenslve use would be made of the London supplemented the en· successful transition which will
pooL There would be ~ommillees dowmen! S? as to meet the be completed wi~ the gradliation '
m ~ese dubs, supplymg names, ~tudents twtion. m this year's senior class. '!i'be I
places, Ideas and whips, hoots, However, m 1952 New London Class of '75 will remember
rope, jell.." etc., Another idea installed their own high school themselves as ~e last all girls'
was the Nudist Dorm, and and withdrew their funds from class to graduate from ~e school ..
another, ~e Library Club which Williams and Buckley .. Buckley When asked if she foood any 1
would solely COnsIStof ~ose who closed down at this time but difference in the school now that
have fornicated in the Library Connecticut College offered it was clHld .Miss Hamilton who .
and do so frequently. Things got wil\iarlJ.s the land to start a small has been h":'dmistress for eieven I •
car~ied away to the point of a college preparatory schOOl. years, laughed and said,' "It
suggestIOn made for a Faculty Williams begIns seems noisier and more crowded
Dog Club. But one of the more Williams bought ~e land from hut I like it." '
level-headed perverts prowsled: the college and began what was The SChOol now filled' over '
'Hey, wait a minute. Let's not get ~en a private school ?f ap· capacity with 163 students in.,
nambl;pall/bl about thmgs. prOXImately 120 gll"ls. It IS still grades 7-12, oIfers small classes, .
Nothin w,~rse than domg thm.gs connected With Connecticut by approximately 14-15 students;
half way. Down to earth agam, the fact that the preSident of - and attempts to prepare students
the idea was offered to have Connecticut is ~e, "agent wi~ for college hy, "making them
Porno movies for ~e Friday power to accomplish ~e result of sure of their own identity and
Feature Flicks to 100sen up the the school's operating.". T~ instilling a sure sense of vaIneSt
masses. means that Connecticut s whatever those values inight be. "
Not getting one's rocks off may
be the most frequent and "'''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''' ............
ho~ersome discomfort around
for ~e guYs. The girls probably Sign Up for the
share the malady as well tit some
degree. Maay have said they all-campus Table
don't like anyone around w~ll T . T t
enough. At least well enough 00 ennis ournamen
want to keep it up with. A strange ,now. Entr'les and
crealure indeed, has to be the
One Nighter. It's well known ~e
frequency with which these information in
mysteries lake place. L lend to '
want to hOkjthe opinion that this Cro 222
is a very desperate state. What
could be worse ~an sleeping wi~ ........... ~.'" '" '" '" '" '" '" '" "'.
someone you'd probably not like more than the floor vacu~-
on any o~er basis? I'm not cleaner, I cannot help but thmk It
speaking from any ethical ironic that attitudes are 'as
standpoint--God knows how hesitantly expressed as they
incapable I am of that-but seem to be. Allitudes, feelinlls,
rather from a personal per- thoughts, rather than impulsive
speclive. It seems ~at either fancies. Why don't we find it in us
people are totally incapahle of to~oup,andknockon~at son-of-
self.control, or totally unwilling u·bltchs door when we feel like
00 put oul the effort in gelling to getting to know !;hem, or when we
know if you really want to sleep feel like getting It on.;or when we
with someone, an'!. maybe even feel like discovermg. Why ar~ we
do it more ~an once But I so reluctant, if not downright
suppose people seem to know petr,i,fjed of saying "Plea~e
what they're doing, whe~er they slay . Why IS two m a sh~wer a
like it or not, simply because they thing of awe ~d disgrace. Why
keep on doing it. Someone walked are overt Slglls of· aff~clion
by my lable a while back when I frowned upon, be ~ey snnply
. .Ii P t 0 d' physical expreSSIOns of
~ wn n~l lar . ne an. m- solidarity, or actual signals of
lerlected: It s like the song de' ?Wh must we have teases
goes, ,baby: 'If it f~els ~is good an~ll":hYm~t we call ~em ~at?
gettin used, y~ust kee~ ~n It haS to be premature, it has to
IIlmg me til you use ili'e up. be thoughtless and borne from a'
. In a world where attitudes are subjectivity, ~e prejudices o(
inflllitely more expressabe and which have no right to be around,
acceptable than ~e olde days, in . in tight sweaters or in tight pants.
this nuclear college community I'm formulating this theory, see,
(God, I hale that word), where and it might be done by ~e next
strains of Frank Zappa's part. Then again, I may chicken
"Magdalena" waft around as oul. A risky thing is this, the
omnipresently as a fishy odor darkness in which I must
from the makings of dinner, and operate, being a single entity
the Pubesence issue of the writing about a chock-full en-
National Lampoon circulates viroment m nuts.,
\....<0-_ ........
are
Security in
new·libr~ry
by Marilyn Posl .
The new library, scheduled. to.
be completed by April of 1976,
was deisgned with library
security very much in mind.
IGiham, Beder, 'and Chu; ar- r
chitects for ~e building, worked
closely with former President
Shain, administration and faculty
members, and the library slaff.
The result is in the form of the·
offictally-accepted blueprints of
the single-entrance library.
There will be o~er exits to
.comply with fire and safety
regulations, but these doors will
trigger an alarm when opened,
thus being another security
measure.
At the main entrance it will be
possible to use virtually any
security method or device,
though the library is designed to
be especially adaptable to an
electronic system. In this system, .
the books would have wi~ them
metal strips which will pass
through lhe electronic sensors at
~e door only after being checked
out. Unchecked hooks will trip an
alarm as they pass through ~e
sensors.
Ki\Il8J)1, Beder, and Chu are
experienced library architects,
and are well acquainted with .
library needs and methods of
security employed at other
schools. Libraries which they
have designed may be found on
~e campuses of Amherst, Bryn
Mawr, Colgate, and Smi~. They
are also ~e architects for. other
schools and have designed one of
the ~ee National Institute
Libraries. - ~ .'
continued from page three r
Letters and solutions will probably prevent any change
Letter writing' is also on the for the better, and, indeed, ac-
wane. It is true the U.S. Postal eelerate the move away from
Service is charging more and rational conversation. Honest, _A
delivering less. Consequently, by though tactful, speech is ap-
the time the person to whom the parently on the way out to be
letter is addressed receives replaced by platitudes and
same, the mood of the writer has political hyperbole.
changed, the news contained is Letters are another matter. As
out of date, and the answers to the U.s. Postal Service is no good
questions asked would be moot. for quick communication, the
Even where delivery is' fast, telephone has taken its place. But
letters are no longer written. No conversations on the phone are so
one seems to write letters to the ephemeral, letters last. Letters
Editor anymore. Either that or now must return the era before
the Editorial Board has been so rapid transport; the long-winded,
lrilliant that everyone agrees carefully crafted, analytical
hugely with whatever they have rambling letters on the order 'of
done. Ben Franklin. The receipt of such
I'm not sure anything can be a letter is a major event. The
done about conversation. The letter is to be read and re-read
increasing role and influence of with great love and respect. Such By David SUbenleln
the audio-visual media in in- a letter is to be read and re-read What line of play gives the best
flaming- !lie" MhSitivIty' of' 'the" witligreat'fuve atlltrl!sp.cl: Snch • chance of, fulfilling the slam
psyche and creating its own a letter is to be responded to with contract (diagram A)? ."
crises (remember toilet paper?) care and deliberation, and a bit of There are no polentiallosers in
healthy self-mockery. the black suits, due, in part, to
5t . gf II . d f West's helpful club lead. ThereI'Hl e ow contmue rom page one will be no heart loser whenever
Crozie~-Wil1iams entitled the 'Harkness Chapel Board. His East holds the heart King, 50 per
"Anarchy or Eschatology: The Visit is co-sponsored by the cent of the time. There is a
Berrigan Witness and American Government Department. With similar 50 per cent chance of
Politics." this program the Chapel Board avoiding a diamond loser
Keynote Speaker, will invite from time to time (whenever West holds the King),
At7 :"30p.rn. on Tuesday eveing persons with serious interest and The combination of two finesses
October 29Stringfellow will make competence in both theology and yields a 75 per cent chance of
the keynote address for a syrn- some other discipline. success, good, but not the best.
posium on law and morality, also "In this way" explained David The best play of the hand in-
in the Main Lounge of Crozier- Robb, Colleg~ Chaplain, "we wIves leading a low diamond
Williams. His introductory hope to help increase the ex-
remarks will be on "Conscience change between the various
and Obedience," A panel to disciplines in this community.
respond to his statement will be The insight of theology is not
, moderated by Mr. Robert Lorish, limited to the field of religion
Oiairman of the Department of alone. It offers a unique per-
Government, and will include spective from which to examine
Ms. Susan Woody, Associate the assumptions of many
Professor of Philosophy; Mr. disciplines in addition to religion.
Edward Cranz, Park Professor of From this standpoint Mr.
History; Rabbi Peter Knobel, ,Stringfellow is an excellent
lecturer in Religion and rabbi of person to begin this program
Temple Emmanu El, Groton, and since he combines theological
Mr. Robert P. Anderson Jr., a competence with a skillful
local attorney. practice of the law. If his Visit
Stringfellow will come under proves successful, we will be
the auspices of the new looking for other persons with
Theologian In Residence this kind of dual competence to
program initiated this year by make it similar Visit,"
Style:
Furniture (continued from page four)
the exhibit" Itself. The only
criticism this reporter can
foresee, as a result of personal
sentiment, is the overwhe1ming
and frustrating desire to want to
drive away from the museum
with all the pieces in the trunk of
your car.
To miss this exhibit would truly
be a grave error. The actual
viewing of the furniture leaves
one with a sense of awe, not only
about the precision and beauty of
the pieces, but also for the
research and detail that went into
COLUMBIA UNIVERSITY
~raduate School of :Bu.,;1'o!SS
Mr, Ty Pettit and Ms Jeanne Montague wlll be on.campus Oe-
. tober 25,1974to speak with students from all disciplines who are
interested In a graduate management educallon. Tbere are nIne
concentrallons offered In the Business School, pIns join1 degree
programs with the schools of Law, Journalism, PubUc Health,
Architecture, Internallonal Affairs and Teachers College. For
lurther details, please contact your placement office.
NATURAL ORGANIC rOOD SU'PPLIMENTS
BIODE~RADA:BLE OR~NIC CLEANE'R5
H'y'?OALLERGENIC COSMETICS
help y~lf. yCNr neiqhbor.yo.:r erwironrnent
CAl-I-
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from the South hand and playing have two heart winners. If West
the Ace when West follows low. leads a black card, declarer can
This play is obviously the winner throw dummy's losing heart
wbOl1EI'I"t. ,I!?!ds lh~.singleton while trwnplng in band.
lbmond Kmg, but It IS also the. The, disadvantage of this
WUUlerwhen West holds the King. recommended line of plaY'ill,that. ,.
In the latter case the declarer can it loses wben West holds three
p-nduce the coup known as the diamond to the King and the King
"end play" .....
After ~mg' th dI d of bearts. In this case. West will
e amon have a smaIl diamond as an exit
Ace, declarer should cash the Ace card and be able to avoid the end
of clubs, t~p a club m dummy, play. I'rri unable to calculate the
cash two high spades and trump
the spade Jack in hand. The exact percentages, but the
position will be as in diagram B. recommended line of play offers
Now declarer can 1 about 80· per cent chance of, p sy a success.
diamond to end play West, that is, N xl k' T st biddin
to burden him with the lead. If e wee. e your 1 g
West leads a heart, declarer will judgment.
Yourhouse·justbumed
tothe~Und.
(JoinUsJ (Fast~\
Here are some of the things the American
Red Cross can do: help you find (and pay for)
temporary lodgings. Provide you with clothes.
Counsel. And other necessities. All free.
Surprised?
Remember: Red Cross is more than
blood drives. It's more tharl helping thou-
sands of victims of disasters. In fact,
American Red Cross tackles over 100
different kinds of "Helping People"
jobs-in the city, the suburbs, wher-
ever you are. .',.
We need money, it's true, so we ,,.If'
can go on offering all our free serv- ; .['
ices. Butwe also need hearts. And ~.
hands. And conviction. ,-"'.. ,.
Call your local chapter. [\1 \.~ \
J . , " JOln us. \ 'j
\ }, ... '
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orts Gridders :Three weeks of nag footballhave passed giving some in-
dication of bow the season will
ultimately turn rot. At this point
Park, Marshall, and Morrison
are the likely contenders for the
loP spots in thE) North with
Park, Marshall, and Morrisson
battling it rot for the bottom. This
Is also the situation in the South
with Freeman and Hlarkness
fighting for first and Jane Ad-
dams as the leading contender
for last place .
Some of the recent action of the
season involved games that may
~ prove to he deciding contests for
first place in the North, with Park
defeating two strong rivals -
Marshall and Morrison.
The first contest between
Marshall and Park was a tight,
well played game which saw
Park defeat Marshall 14-7. This
gave Park and Morrisson a share
in first place.
"'......... Park became sole owner of
,...". first place on Oct. 14 by downing
Morrisson 21-14. Itwas a passing
game with Morrlsson exhibiting a
good pass defense in the first
Old man Roy Taylor charges for alumnI.
lots of action
half. Morrissoo staged a near
comeback in the fourth quarter
fighting back to nearly tie the
game. Park's victory drops
Morrlsson into a second place
tie with Marshall and barring any
upsets the fight for second place
should prove interesting.
There were two romps over the
weekend with Marshall leading
the attack in a 44-29 victory over
Larrabee. The game was
highlighted by fumbles and
kickoff returns for touchdowns by
both teams. Unforunately for
.Larrabee their return was
nulllified by a penalty.
In the South Freeman trounced
Jane Addams. Freeman has a
strong team and they currently
share first with Harkness.
In today's game two un-
defeated southern teams clash,
Freeman vs. Burdick. Burdick
has not :tet played a game WIlD
one cancellation and a victory by
a forfeit. According to one ob-
server the question Is whether
Paul Lantz has discovered
another Mark Warren in Smith-
Burdick.
. dioto bY' LlImmert
Flag Football standings and schedule
FlalZ Footba 1 Standings
October Schedule North' South
16 Hamilton vs. Marshall w 1. t w 1 t
17 Burdick vs. Freeman
23 Blunt vs. Harkness Park 3 0 0 Freeman 2 0 0.
24 Quad vs. Jane Addams Marshall 2 1 0 'Harkness 2 0 0
25 Larrabee vs. Hamilton Jlt.orrissbn. 2. 1 0 Eurdick 1 0 0
26 Park vs. Lambdin Larrabee 1 1 1 Blunt 1 0 1
2lI Wright vs. 'Hamilton . Wright 1 2 0 Quad 0 1 1
29 Harkness vs. Faculty Lambdin 0 2 1 Abbey 0 1 0
30 Marshall vs. Morrisson Hamilton 0 2 0 Faculty 0 1 '0
31 Abbey vs. Freeman Jane Adams 0 3 0,••••••••••••••••••••••• ***.*.**** •••****.**.* •••
Booters looking better '
hy David M. BohoDDoD
On Octoher 8 the Connecticut
College men's soccer team
defeated Manhattanville College
'" the acore 01 3-{1. Scott Carney
and "Bear" Kobak, through
tremendoll! hll!tle and deter-
mination, tallied for Conn. Co-
captain, Dave Kelley, always
tanta1izillg the crowd with his
agility and skill, calmy placed a
penalty shot throogh the crowd of
defenseless Manhattanville
payers for Conn's final goal.
Recognition is also due to players
Jon Perry, Jon Moore and Peter
Reich who all displayed a fine
ellort in the backfield for Conn.
Saturday, Oct. 12, was the date
of Conn's beartbreaking defeat to
Trinity College by the score of 3-
2. In this "",iting game, which
was attended by an estimated
crowd of seven hundred people,
the two soccer teams were
deadlocked in play to the score of
3-2 until a controversial call by
the referee gave Trinity a penalty
The first practice of the men's basketball
team will be Wed October 23 at 4PM.
Interested candidates should see Mr. Luce
in the P.E. office before the 23rd
if they have not done so already.
shot and a 3-2 lead, Trihity early
in the game jumped out to a 2.0
margin but Conn. with a joint
effort, which never seem to fail
on the Conn. team, fought back
,with goals scored by "Bear"
Kobak and Scott Carney. Mark
Warren, goal-keeper for Conn, ,
dazzled his oPllOnents with saves
which appeared at times to be !
Jilysically impossible.
A commendable effort was
displayed by all Conn. players
but Dan Tucker, Jon Perry, Jon
Moore and Charlie Cissie, in
particular, turned in a tremen-
doll! defensive effort especially
in the second half. But, one
penalty shot gave Trinity the
victory. It should be noted that
the CoM. booters along with
Coach Lessig considered this
game a moral victory. Trinity is
an excellent ball club and being
able to play their level of soccer
is a bright note for the future in
the developnent of this young
Comecticut team.
Tennis results
Recovering from defeats to
strong teams from Brown
University and Springfield
College, the Women's, tennis
team posted its first win against
Fairfield University on October
t. Senior Bambi Flickinger led
the surge with a 6-2, 6-1 victory
over MIssy Fezza, Bambi then
teamed with sister Molly to bring
borne a doubles point .for Conn
with a 6-3, 6-1 victory over MIss
Men's Tennis
The Comecticut College men's
tennis team' defeated the Coast
Guard varsity on Octoher 14 by a
score of :>-4. This was the first
time that the tennis team has
faced the Academy's varsity.
Winning in the singles category
for COM. were Robbie Roberts
who downed Chip Sharpe 6-4, 6-1,
and Dave Rosenfeld wbo
, deCeated Joe McFaul .... 7", 74:'
Fezza aod Kathy LaZear.
In' other matches Molly
Flickinger (c) lost to Bethann
Feind (f) 7", 6-3; Jody Smith (c)
defeated Marilyn Valorio (I) 6-4,
6-2; Laura Brook (c) Lost to
Margie McGlade (I) -Hl, 6-4, 6-2;
Smith . Brooks (c) defeated
Sandman -Dunn (I) 6-2, 6-2; Sally
Schwab - Pam Keris (c) defeated
Franks. Kelleher (f) 6-1, 6-3.
Conn. won all three doubles
matches with the teams of
Roberts-Yeshman over Ford-
Loadholt 6-0, 6-4, Rosenfeld-
Farley over McFaul-Pagini 6-3,6-
3, and Abel-Keith defeating
Mercier-Samuelson 6-2, .... , 6-4.
This match closed the fall
schedule for men's tennis
Iringing their record to 3 wins
agaiDat.o.loasea. , "
